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SonicWall helped Kingdom Services Group boost security performance, 
slash expenses and cut service demand with NSa Series NGFWs, Capture 
Client and NSM.

Business Need 
Kingdom Services Group is a versatile and dynamic company that operates in 
various sectors, such as recruitment, security, cleaning, healthcare and more. 
With a workforce of around 7,000 employees and a wealth of sensitive data, 
the company needs a strong and reliable cybersecurity solution. Kingdom 
Services Group were not satisfied with its old and outdated competitor 
solution and wanted to upgrade to a modern and cutting-edge solution that 
enhanced its endpoint security and overall protection and gave the company 
more control and autonomy. The company also wanted a solution that 
could fight against sophisticated threats, simplify administration and lower 
overhead costs.

Solution 
Kingdom Services Group and SonicWall worked together to find a solution 
that best fit the organization’s needs, and, in the end, they decided on the 
NSa 4700. The group also seamlessly and remotely installed SonicWall 
Capture Client on all of its devices using a handy Remote Monitoring and 
Managing (RMM) tool. The organization first tested the firewalls alongside its 
previous solution and then confidently switched to SonicWall exclusively after 
fine-tuning its configuration. The group then completed the security upgrade 
by rolling out DPI-SSL gradually across its entire network.

Results 
Kingdom Services Group has enjoyed a boost in its security performance 
thanks to SonicWall’s solutions’ superior threat detection and prevention 
features. The improved security performance has also led to fewer service 
calls due to proactive security measures. All of this, along with the simplified 
security management and automation, has resulted in lower operational costs. 
The group now handles its security in-house, which means changes to the 
configuration can be done quickly and efficiently using SonicWall’s Network 
Security Manager (NSM). The IT Director for Kingdom Services Group, Steve 
Jackson, said, “Since installation, we have had no issues with the firewalls and 
capture client endpoints – a very positive experience!”

Benefits 
• Slashed costs
• Boosted security efficiency
• Self-managed security
• Lowered service call frequency

Solutions at a glance 
• NSa Series 
• Capture Client
• NSM

“Our improved security performance 
coupled with simplified security 
management has reduced costs and 
time spent on administrative tasks. 
The whole process has been a very 
positive experience!”
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